ICON YABANCI DİL AKADEMİSİ
1. Several of my friends have entered the ----, but
none of them expects to win.

5. The melting of all the ice mass in the Arctic would
---- the sea level by several metres.

A) performance

A) establish

B) application

B) preserve

C) competition

C) raise

D) responsibility

D) restore

E) vacancy

E) spoil

2. He’s a terribly ---- person and never thinks at all of
the needs or the wishes of other people.

6. I couldn’t ---- why they were shouting so loudly.
A) set up

A) nervous

B) keep up

B) sensitive

C) rely on

C) extravagant

D) make out

D) reliable

E) put off

E) selfish
7. During recent years, many people ---- interested
in Turkish music.

3. As she grew older, it became ---- difficult for her
to do the shopping.

A) might become

A) eventually

B) are becoming

B) increasingly

C) had become

C) doubtfully

D) would become

D) adequately

E) have become

E) reluctantly
4. The survivors of the shipwreck who were able to
reach the land, decided to ---- a fire and wait to be
rescued.

8. If I ---- you were on your own, I ---- you to come
round here for the day.
A) knew / have asked
B) have known / will have asked

A) make
B) do
C) show

C) had known / would have asked
D) would know / had asked
E) know / will ask

D) set
E) put
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9. I hope that, by next summer, I ---- up enough
money to go to Italy for a holiday.

13. A woman from Denmark has recently moved
---- the flat ---- mine.

A) will have saved

A) up / in

B) would have saved

B) into / next to

C) would save

C) to / at

D) have saved

D) about / in front of

E) had saved

E) through / above

10. Sally worked all the weekend to finish the
project in time, but actually she ---- so.

14. The film “Brave Heart” is ---- long. It lasts ---three hours.

A) couldn’t have done

A) rather / for

B) wouldn’t have done

B) too / on

C) doesn’t have to do

C) quite / in

D) may not do

D) very / at

E) needn’t have done

E) so / into

11. This is the first time you have ever driven a car, ---?

15. ---- appearing every four to seven years as it used
to, “El Nino” has now been appearing
consecutively for a number of years.

A) is this
B) hasn’t it
C) isn’t it
D) have you
E) aren’t you

A) On account of
B) In view of
C) Because of
D) In case of
E) Instead of

12. I enjoyed this book so much; I want to read
another by ---- author.
A) such
B) similar
C) same
D) a certain
E) the same

16. You can look at this plan for the new sports
centre ---- closely ---- you like but I don’t think you
will be able to understand it.
A) as / as
B) so / that
C) such / that
D) more / than
E) just / as
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17. The Great Pyramid of Khufu, ---- is near Cairo, is
one of the most famous monuments in the
world.

21. The company is not only looking for wellqualified people; it also wants them to be ---about their work.

A) who

A) enthusiastic

B) where

B) comprehensive

C) which

C) relevant

D) whom

D) indifferent

E) what

E) convenient

18. ---- bicycles are all red, ---- is the only blue one.
A) Theirs / yours
B) Others / his
C) Ours / hers
D) The other / mine
E) Your / him
19. I tried hard to ---- why the motor would have to
be replaced, but he couldn’t understand what I
was trying to say.

22. My car ---- as I was on my way to pick up the
children from school.
A) got off
B) broke down
C) let down
D) gave in
E) took off
23. I met your father once years ago, but I can ---remember him.
A) hardly

A) insist
B) complain
C) reply
D) inform

B) enormously
C) extremely
D) immensely
E) simultaneously

E) explain
24. He ---- a book in the garden when I ---- there.
20. The market for computers and all related goods
has been ---- rapidly in recent years.
A) reaching
B) expanding
C) exploring
D) exceeding

A) will read / have got
B) is reading / will get
C) was reading / got
D) would be reading / was getting
E) had read / had got

E) disturbing
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25. I’m sure he ---- to let us know where he was if he --- able to do so.

29. For years the people ---- my hometown depended
---- steel, coal and fishing for their livelihood.

A) telephoned / would be

A) at / for

B) will have telephoned / was

B) from / to

C) would telephone / has been

C) of / by

D) has telephoned / is

D) in / on

E) would have telephoned / had been

E) out of / on

26. The house looked dreadful as no one was living
there and most of the windows ----.

30. Because Susan was looking very sad, John tried to
cheer her ---- by reading her a story.

A) have been broken

A) up

B) had been broken

B) through

C) broke

C) in

D) were being broken

D) over

E) would have broken

E) on

27. They ---- Bursa before, so they ---- what to expect.

31. There’s a photograph here ---- you taken ---- your
first birthday.

A) weren’t visiting / haven’t known
B) haven’t visited / haven’t known
C) didn’t visit / hadn’t known
D) don’t visit / won’t know
E) hadn’t visited / didn’t know

A) from / by
B) by / to
C) of / on
D) to / over
E) on / near

28. I suppose we can take a walk in the garden for a
while after the meal, ----?
A) don’t we
B) won’t I
C) can’t we
D) can we
E) do I

32. When the class laughed, the poor boy felt ---uncomfortable ---- he didn’t know whether to
keep his cap in his hand or not.
A) such / that
B) that / as
C) as / as
D) more / than
E) so / that
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33. I’m afraid I can’t afford to pay ---- that for a pair
of shoes.

37. Have they come to a ---- yet on whether to move
to Izmir or stay in Antalya?

A) too much

A) disturbance

B) as much as

B) suggestion

C) so much

C) reversal

D) as many as

D) conflict

E) much more

E) decision

34. If Clare says she won’t lend you ---- calculator,
then I’ll lend you ----.

38. Ireland is in the Atlantic Ocean and ---- from Great
Britain by the Irish Sea.

A) hers / ours

A) established

B) his / me

B) occupied

C) her / mine

C) placed

D) their / him

D) inhabited

E) your / his

E) separated

35. He hasn’t written to me, and I don’t think he’s
written to any of his other friends, ----.

39. Geologists have ---- that Africa was once warmer
and wetter than it is today.

A) either

A) explored

B) too

B) discovered

C) as well

C) surveyed

D) neither

D) searched

E) also

E) experimented

36. All teenagers have ----; the problem is to teach
them to exploit it to the best advantage.

40. Australia, which is normally a grains exporting
country, has started importing wheat and corn to
meet a shortage resulting from a ---- drought.

A) destiny
B) compulsion
C) potential
D) preference
E) significance

A) widespread
B) hostile
C) sustainable
D) secular
E) restrictive
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41. After decades of speculation astronomers now
have fairly ---- information concerning the basic
features of our universe.

45. It’s a delightful novel, and the reader soon gets --- in the lives of the characters as the story
progresses.

A) desperate

A) caught up

B) preventive

B) found out

C) reluctant

C) put out

D) accurate

D) turned over

E) respective

E) fed up

42. The meridians are ---- counted from the meridian
of the observatory of Greenwich, in England,
which is called the zero meridian.

46. Experts ---- that by 2010, robots ---- for many of
the elderly people in the world.
A) will have believed / are caring

A) traditionally

B) have believed / would be caring

B) suitably

C) believed / had cared

C) previously

D) will believe / will have been caring

D) notably

E) believe / will be caring

E) markedly
43. Finland, which is three times the size of Ohio, is --- forested and contains thousands of lakes,
numerous rivers and extensive areas of
marshland.
A) mutually
B) exactly
C) heavily
D) currently
E) profoundly
44. He must have had some sound reasons for ---such a rigid timetable.

47. Orphan elephants need ---- the same
companionship as they ---- from their mothers in
the wild.
A) to have given / had received
B) to be given / would have received
C) having given / will be receiving
D) to have been given / would receive
E) being given / are receiving
48. He ---- alive now if only he ---- to go back into the
burning house for something.
A) will be / wouldn’t have decided
B) is / hasn’t decided

A) setting out
B) drawing up
C) running up

C) could be / wouldn’t decide
D) would be / hadn’t decided
E) should be / hasn’t decided

D) turning off
E) looking into
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49. The first people ---- non-stop round the world ---captain James Gallagher and his crew.

53. Many ordinary people don’t realize that fat is not
digested in the stomach, ---- in the small intestine.

A) to have flown / have been

A) although

B) being flown / are

B) but

C) to fly / were

C) because

D) to be flying / had been

D) unless

E) having been flown / will be

E) while
54. He adores his little granddaughter so he’ll do ---she wants him to do.

50. The arctic is one of the few areas ---- earth still
left unconquered ---- solo explorers, primarily
because of the extremely harsh conditions.

A) all of them

A) of / for

B) however

B) over / from

C) whatever

C) in / with

D) most of all

D) on / by

E) the same

E) for / to
51. The main difference ---- the comedy of ideas and
other forms ---- comedy is that it does not depend
on a situation for its humour.

55. His Collected Essays continues to reveal ---George Orwell understood the basic conflicts of
the modern world.
A) just as

A) about / in

B) so well

B) through / for

C) if ever

C) between / of

D) how well

D) over / from

E) even so

E) with / at
52. From a very early age it is clear that some people
are ---- better at drawing and painting ---- the
majority of us.

56. The name “Kızılırmak” emphasizes the colour of
this river, ---- the earlier name “Halys” stresses its
saltiness.
A) whereas

A) much / than

B) therefore

B) more / than

C) whereby

C) so / as

D) moreover

D) either / or

E) indeed

E) even / such as
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57. The film Casablanca, the story ---- is set in
Morocco during World War II, stars Humphrey
Bogart and Ingrid Bergman.

61. In spite of much research into the subject, we still
only ---- know how and why tornadoes form.
A) likely

A) whose

B) truly

B) of which

C) ideally

C) by whom

D) partially

D) whichever

E) fairly

E) what
62. Ideally, museums should have lots of public
money, ---- space to exhibit most of their
treasures and enough staff to look after them.

58. The religion of the Hittites was based upon ---- of
a sun goddess and a storm god.
A) wonder

A) grateful

B) invention

B) sufficient

C) survival

C) incredible

D) worship

D) portative

E) display

E) radiant

59. The success of the classical record industry is
largely due to the high quality of the ----.

63. Volunteer fire brigades, unlike professional ones,
---- have the training to deal with big or
complicated fires.

A) descriptions
A) secretly

B) audiences

B) suddenly

C) sales

C) rarely

D) articles

D) reasonably

E) products

E) convincingly
60. The first ---- of Australia were the Aborigines, who
migrated there at least 40,000 years ago from
Southeast Asia.

64. In his final years of office, President Clinton
maintained a ---- low profile but took several
major trips overseas.

A) inhabitants
B) guests
C) population
D) citizens
E) troops

A) certainly
B) randomly
C) strongly
D) plainly
E) relatively
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65. Although it is dying out in the towns, folk dance is
still a vibrant tradition in Turkish villages, as you
may well see if you ---- a traditional wedding
party.

69. Tofino, which ---- once a quiet fishing village in
Canada, ---- a popular year-round resort now.
A) is / is becoming
B) had been / became

A) involve

C) has been / had become

B) attend

D) was / has become

C) demonstrate

E) would have been / will become

D) consist
E) relieve

70. The clock face which ---- in its present form since
the seventeenth century is on its way out, ---- its
place to the digital clock.

66. If your brother phones, be sure to ask him if he
really has ---- smoking.

A) exists / has left
A) given up

B) existed / is leaving

B) put away

C) had existed / was leaving

C) made out

D) was existing / had left

D) opened up

E) has existed / leaving

E) turned off
71. In southern California, half the region’s water
needs ---- by rainfall, but most of its rain ---straight into the sea.

67. The French explorer M. Peisel was touring Tibet
when he first ---- a series of tall, mysterious, starshaped stone towers along the Chinese border.

A) are being met / would be channelled
A) got through

B) could be met / is channelled

B) came across

C) could have been met / will be channelled

C) felt for

D) had been met / is being channelled

D) made up

E) were being met / will have been channelled

E) ran over
68. French lorry-drivers ---- on strike and now they --- the roads, which is their usual way of showing
their discontent.

72. Little is known of early Finnish history, but it ---that the ancestors of the modern Finns ---- in
Finland about 9,000 years ago.
A) is thought / arrived

A) went / had blocked
B) will go / would block
C) have gone / are blocking
D) were going / block

B) was thought / would arrive
C) has been thought / were arriving
D) had been thought / had been arriving
E) would be thought / would have arrived

E) would go / are going to block
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73. The Mississippi Valley, where she spent the
greater part ---- her life provides the background
---- most of her stories.

77. New York is ---- important in the Spider-Man film
---- any actor is.
A) an / than

A) in / to

B) so / as

B) of / for

C) as / as

C) with / in

D) more / which

D) from / over

E) the / that

E) through / of
78. They are worried that if the decline in the number
of the Siberian tigers continues at this high rate, --- of the species will be left in a few years.

74. She looked ---- the sea ---- the lighthouse and
tried to remember all the details.
A) across / towards

A) many

B) over / across

B) none

C) at / with

C) most

D) through / at

D) any

E) to / near

E) least

75. Emily Dickinson, ---- is a famous New England
poet of the nineteenth century, published only
seven poems in her lifetime.

79. The price of space travel is still ---- high for most
people, but there are some ---- cheaper
alternatives.

A) whose

A) too / much

B) whom

B) so / more

C) which

C) more / such

D) about whom

D) as / even

E) who

E) most / many

76. Temperature is difficult to define precisely, ---- we
all have an idea of what we mean by it.

80. The new version of the Night Sky programme has
various ---- that make it much more enjoyable
than the first version.

A) whether
B) in case
C) just as
D) but
E) so far as

A) extracts
B) totals
C) additions
D) needs
E) disappointments
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81. It was the only school for miles around and so all
the children in the ---- went to the same school.

85. Fire-fighting and the training methods employed
are becoming ---- complex.

A) situation

A) previously

B) property

B) plainly

C) department

C) partly

D) neighbourhood

D) courageously

E) circumstance

E) extremely

82. I was a ---- child and so I used to make up stories
and hold conversations with imaginary people.

86. Films quite often focus on journalism, and from
time to time they have critically examined and ---this profession.

A) painful
B) selfish
C) consistent
D) charming
E) lonely

A) succeeded
B) deserved
C) denied
D) influenced
E) suspected

83. Queen Elizabeth I established a strong central
government that received the ---- support of her
people.

87. Marathon-training schedules range from four to
six months and they all ---- considerable
discipline.

A) loyal
B) favourite
C) capable
D) sensitive
E) fluent

A) require
B) reduce
C) imply
D) combine
E) improve

84. Stewart, a young and ---- talented British
historian, has written a book on the impact of
World War II on British politics.

88. Every time we turn on our lights, cook a meal or
heat our homes, we are ---- some form of fuel to
make it happen.

A) convincingly
B) remarkably
C) directly
D) continually
E) crucially

A) sending for
B) waiting on
C) relying on
D) making out
E) pulling through
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89. Virginia was a brilliant young woman who ---- in
a literary atmosphere.

93. If I ---- just how cold it was going to be, I ---- some
warmer clothes with me.

A) took over

A) realized / took

B) put up

B) had realized / would have taken

C) held on

C) would realize / will take

D) grew up

D) have realized / had taken

E) showed up

E) used to realize / would take

90. The “Concorde” was a business failure and fewer
aircraft of this type ---- than ----.
A) are sold / would be expected

94. At that time, since her aunt ---- in the same
neighbourhood she ---- her at least once a week.
A) is living / would visit

B) were sold / had been expected

B) has lived / has visited

C) would be sold / are expected

C) lived / visits

D) had been sold / were expected

D) was living / used to visit

E) were being sold / have been expected

E) lives / was visiting

91. Since everyone ---- different, it ---- a good idea to
draw up a realistic career plan based on one’s
own limits.
A) can be / had been
B) had been / would be

95. Chaucer was successful as a poet because he
could combine his great learning ---- an
enthusiastic love ---- the everyday lives of
ordinary people.
A) at / to

C) was / must be

B) to / from

D) will be / has been

C) with / for

E) is / is

D) through / of

92. The book ---- a surprisingly interesting account of
the geography of Great Britain and there ---- a
need for such a book for a long time now.

E) by / into
96. He is ---- many ways a typical teenager, sceptical
---- all authority.

A) would give / had been
B) had given / was
C) has given / is
D) gives / has been
E) is giving / was

A) on / to
B) with / through
C) by / from
D) in / of
E) at / about
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97. Julius Caesar expected to rule for life, ---- he was
assassinated by conspirators on 15 March in the
year 44 B.C.

101. I’ve promised to help my mother on Tuesday;
can’t we visit Jane ---- day?
A) each

A) although

B) any

B) because

C) other

C) as

D) another

D) if

E) some

E) but
98. Jane is a wonderful person, but ---- I am with her I
feel useless and pathetic.

102. A vital problem facing us this century is the ---of global warming.
A) collection

A) whenever

B) provision

B) even so

C) issue

C) so that

D) disturbance

D) however

E) expression

E) the sooner
99. “Hacking” is unauthorized access to a computer, --- for fun or for harmful or fraudulent purposes.

103. In 1496, fresh from his ---- of the New World,
Christopher Columbus was still thinking about
China.

A) since
A) invention

B) both

B) journey

C) more

C) possession

D) whether

D) discovery

E) such

E) pursuit
100. Next generation space suits will be ---- less rigid --- those now in use.
A) too / with
B) neither / nor

104. Much has been written about the outbreak of
war in 1914, but the question of who was ---- is
still being debated.

C) as / as

A) desirable

D) so / to

B) responsible

E) much / than

C) compulsive
D) peaceful
E) adequate
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105. She seems ---- to take part in the quiz
programme.

109. If life didn’t start on Earth but came from comets
instead, there’s no reason why something
similar couldn’t ---- again today.

A) reluctant
B) hard-working
C) selfish
D) loyal
E) delicate

A) establish
B) respect
C) happen
D) perceive
E) develop

106. His novels have been ---- praised for the super
use of colloquial language.

110. At 4 o’clock that same afternoon, he got into his
car and ---- for Bursa.

A) rapidly
B) strangely
C) suddenly
D) safely
E) widely

A) put up
B) got off
C) kept on
D) set off
E) sent out

107. An estimated $4 billion over the next five years
will cover the cost of ---- immunizing children in
developing countries.

111. It didn’t happen all at once, but before long the
business really began to ----, and they started to
make a profit.

A) undeniably
B) abruptly
C) fully
D) currently
E) actively

A) look back
B) take up
C) point out
D) keep on
E) try out

108. T.S. Eliot’s poem The Waste Land really ---- in
capturing the mood of postwar Europe.

112. The moon ---- more energy every second than
humans ---- in the next million years.

A) disturbs
B) deserves
C) contributes
D) recovers
E) succeeds

A) releases / will use
B) is releasing / are using
C) has released / could have used
D) will release / have used
E) would release / had used
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113. Girne Castle ---- the oldest shipwreck ever ---.
A) is housing / to have discovered
B) has housed / having been discovered
C) would house / being discovered
D) houses / to have been discovered
E) will have housed / discovered
114. The Society ---- to assist scientific achievement
and ---- forward to a century of even greater
innovation and exploration.

117. Major Italian filmmakers are learning a lesson --- Hollywood and investing ---- better technology
and more exciting special effects.
A) over / into
B) by / for
C) off / to
D) with / over
E) from / in
118. ---- more than 70 per cent of its surface covered
---- ocean, Earth is indeed the blue planet.

A) will continue / has looked
B) has continued / had looked
C) continues / is looking
D) had continued / looks
E) would continue / will be looking

A) With / by
B) For / in
C) At / along
D) By / from
E) Through / over

115. The number of foreign students ---- at Canadian
universities ---- fast over the last decade.
A) having studied / had been increasing
B) studying / has been increasing
C) to study / was increasing
D) to have studied / had increased
E) to be studying / is increasing
116. Richard ---- at 1 o’clock just as we ---- to have our
lunch.
A) arrived / were starting
B) has arrived / started

119. Children who look away ---- thinking about
questions are more likely to get the answers
right than those who don’t.
A) unless
B) because
C) whether
D) while
E) as
120. Archaeological excavations indicate ---- Central
Turkey has been continuously settled since the
earliest times.

C) would arrive / have started

A) in case

D) is arriving / would be starting

B) if

E) was arriving / will start

C) even though
D) so that
E) that
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121. The two men walked back to the village together,
but ---- of them spoke.

125. Pandas consume 18 kg of woody bamboo daily,
which provides almost 99 per cent of their
dietary ---

A) any
B) either
C) some
D) neither
E) the other

A) measurements
B) needs
C) achievements
D) expectations
E) supplements

122. At the equator, plants grow faster and bigger
than ---- else on Earth.
A) somewhere
B) anywhere
C) where
D) wherever
E) everywhere
123. The Namit Desert in Angola is ---- desert in the
world.
A) the old
B) as old as

126. It is not clear whether bald eagles are directly --- for driving away golden eagles in California’s
Channel Islands.
A) responsible
B) stable
C) cautious
D) particular
E) reasonable
127. In order to study the past it is not always ---- to
know precisely how long ago in years a
particular period or event occurred.

C) oldest

A) recurrent

D) older

B) annual

E) the oldest

C) capable
D) absolute

124. If you go down to the woods in August, it is easy
to get the ---- that the birds, like so many of us,
are on holiday.
A) notice
B) desire
C) consciousness
D) impression
E) evidence

E) essential
128. Consumers know that food labels such as
“organic” and “natural” do not ---- guarantee
good conditions for the animals that produced
the meat, milk or eggs found inside the
packaging.
A) respectively
B) relatively
C) necessarily
D) severely
E) falsely
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129. The ---- accepted laws of physics are the same
everywhere in the world.

133. The projects will be ---- originality of thought
and potential impact on society by distinguished
specialists.

A) continually
B) rapidly
C) simply
D) equally
E) commonly

A) judged on
B) related to
C) applied to
D) brought up
E) dealt with

130. The total sales of US magazines in 1986 ---- 325.3
million.
A) profited
B) afforded
C) provided
D) reached
E) recorded

134. The scientific method ---- mankind’s greatest
means of discovery and progress ever since it
was formulated.
A) would have been
B) was
C) would be
D) had been
E) has been

131. An attempt to ---- a poem should never be made
before the poem is well understood.
A) compare
B) support

135. The new recordings of Corelli’s concertos ---- a
welcome opportunity to reflect on some of the
changes in taste that ---- since 1989.

C) determine

A) have offered / developed

D) mean

B) offer / have developed

E) evaluate

C) had offered / develop
D) offered / would develop

132. In complex animals we can identify ten major
organ systems that together ---- the organism.
A) set off
B) make up
C) hold up
D) work out
E) bring in

E) will offer / had developed
136. Film music ---- significant in many ways, of
course, but not as music, which is why the
proposition that better composers ---- better
film music is not necessarily true.
A) had been / shall produce
B) has been / should have produced
C) is / could produce
D) can be / had produced
E) would be / produced
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137. California ---- an earthquake that ---- San
Francisco, just before a 1989 World Series
Game, killing large numbers of people.

141. ---- Charles Dickens himself had a very hard
childhood, he found it possible to write novels
which contain humour and have happy endings.

A) would have suffered / shakes

A) If

B) suffers / had shaken

B) Before

C) had suffered / would shake

C) When

D) has suffered / will shake

D) Although

E) suffered / shook

E) Unless

138. More than 500 million years ago, most of what ---now the Colorado Plateau ---- by ocean.
A) is / was covered
B) has been / will be covered
C) would be / has been covered
D) could be / is covered
E) would have been / had been covered
139. ---- the invention of the printing press and
improved methods ---- making paper, the rapid
spread of knowledge became possible.
A) For / about

142. Thanks to the popularity of nature
documentaries on television, most people know
that many animals migrate from one place to
another ---- the seasons change.
A) so that
B) even though
C) in case
D) whether
E) as

143. The cost of everything from metals and minerals
to commodities ---- sugar ---- petrol, went up
dramatically in the first half of 2006.

B) By / from
C) With / of
D) At / in
E) Through / on

A) both / and
B) such as / and
C) apart from / than
D) more / than

140. ---- the past 50 or 60 years, this technique has
been widely used ---- varying degrees of success.

E) not only / but also

A) Over / with
B) By / on
C) At / about
D) For / from
E) Through / in

144. Tony Miller has written ---- successful film music,
but he is widely known ---- the keyboard player
and composer for his rock group.
A) such / like
B) more / that
C) the more / by
D) much / as
E) many / enough
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145. No one understands better ---- the great
composers ---- it is important to know your
audience.

149. With the introduction in the 1950s of more
advanced sound-recording techniques which
played an important part in the creation of new
styles, pop music became ---- from folk music.

A) just as / that
A) distinct

B) like / so that

B) valid

C) both / while

C) reliable

D) not only / as

D) changeable

E) than / that

E) definite
146. Stavanger is probably the wealthiest town in
Norway, and its ---- derives mainly from oil taken
from the North Sea.

150. At all times and in all societies, the tendency to
commit crime ---- increases in early adolescence
and levels off in middle age.

A) enlargement
A) randomly

B) prosperity

B) intentionally

C) availability

C) adequately

D) emergence

D) usually

E) arousal

E) accurately
147. Football owes many of its early innovations to just
a few individual players and coaches who
thought deeply about the ---- of the game.

151. As scientific evidence ---- shows, second-hand
smoking is a serious health hazard that can lead
to disease in children and nonsmoking adults.

A) experiments
A) unfairly

B) results

B) hopefully

C) fundamentals

C) incompetently

D) possessions

D) unremarkably

E) associations

E) clearly
148. Researchers who publish their work in scientific
journals describe their experiments in ---- detail to
be independently performed by other
scientists.

152. The ruins of the ancient city of Pompeii ---- over
some 250 acres in the shadow of Mount
Vesuvius.

A) fair

A) contain

B) harsh

B) extend

C) temporary

C) collapse

D) sufficient

D) supply

E) irrelevant

E) explore
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153. The element “zircon” has been important not only
for understanding the age of the continents but
also for ---- when life first appeared.

157. One of the great advances of astronomy over
recent years ---- the discovery of planets outside
our solar system, and it is the first real clue that
we ---- alone in the universe.

A) determining
A) is going to be / mustn’t be

B) approving

B) is / were not

C) providing

C) had been / will not be

D) affording

D) was / would not be

E) supporting

E) has been / may not be
154. Indo-European peoples began entering Greece in
about 2000 B.C. and ---- new civilizations there.

158. It was during Queen Victoria’s reign (1837-1901)
that there ---- a more democratic system of
government, which ---- with the Reform Bill of
1832.

A) came out
B) looked after
C) set up

A) had developed / began

D) got on

B) has developed / has begun

E) kept away

C) develops / was to begin
D) developed / had begun

155. The air at the top of Mount Everest, which is the
world’s highest peak, is so low in oxygen that
most people would instantly ---- if they were
exposed to it.

E) was developing / would begin
159. Often it is only when people ---- to do their job
that they ---- our attention.

A) pass out
A) fail / get

B) come back

B) have failed / had got

C) get off

C) failed / have got

D) set out

D) will fail / are getting

E) move off

E) will have failed / got
156. From fossil analysis it ---- that, at the dawn of the
Cambrian period, which was 542 million years
ago, there ---- a dramatic increase in animal
diversity.

160. The nuclear accident that ---- at the Chernobyl
reactor in April, 1986, ---- to new fears about the
safety of nuclear reactors.

A) had been established / has occurred

A) has occurred / was to lead

B) has been established / occurred

B) would have occurred / led

C) was established / occurs

C) occurred / has led

D) is to be established / had occurred

D) could occur / had led

E) would be established / would have occurred

E) had occurred / may have led
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161. The most expensive trip ---- space was made by a
tourist who paid £14 million to Russia to visit the
International Space Station ---- eight days.

165. ---- ancient Greeks were ---- first people to use
mosaics on a large scale in their palaces.
A) All / all

A) within / at

B) The / the

B) on / in

C) Many / almost

C) through / by

D) Various / quite

D) into / for

E) Most / each

E) for / with
162. Because of Earth’s rotation, a person near the
equator travels a longer distance ---- a given time
than does a person ---- higher latitudes.
A) of / on
B) for / to
C) over / with
D) within / from
E) in / at
163. ---- we live and grow, we learn the culture of the
society in which we live.
A) As
B) Since
C) Even though
D) When
E) Whereas
164. Life originated in the sea and evolved there for
almost 3 billion years ---- plants and animals
began moving onto the land.
A) because
B) even if
C) before
D) but
E) as if

166. Roughly 100,000 years ago, during the last ice
age, wolves migrated from Eurasia to the
highlands of ---- is now Ethiopia.
A) that
B) where
C) what
D) which
E) who
167. No one knows for certain whether or not people
today lie ---- they did in the past.
A) so that
B) so far as
C) as long as
D) for so long
E) more than
168. If you think the only ---- of light is to enable us to
see, you couldn’t be more wrong because it
affects us both physically and mentally.
A) ability
B) work
C) function
D) support
E) responsibility
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169. You may think that the feel-good ---- created by
laughing is purely psychological, but science has
now proved that mind and body are inseparably
linked and that it affects your physical health, too.

173. About 550 volcanoes have erupted on Earth’s
surface since the beginning of recorded history,
but far more have erupted ---- on the ocean floor.
A) unobserved

A) sensation

B) noticeably

B) thought

C) seldom

C) awareness

D) deeply

D) requirement

E) fast

E) expression
170. After the earthquake in 1999, the government
was accused of not having provided enough
supervision of builders, whose ---- construction of
housing increased the destruction and added to
the number of dead.

174. It is time to ---- chances and to get your work
shown, though you may be a young and unproven
painter.
A) gain
B) get

A) expensive

C) have

B) unattractive

D) own

C) beautiful

E) take

D) faulty
175. With its luxurious guest rooms, excellent
restaurants and relaxing bar, the hotel ---- the
ideal environment for businessmen and tourists
alike to pursue their activities in.

E) disappointed
171. To make her characters ----, the author includes
many events from her own remarkable life.

A) describes

A) enormous

B) invites

B) memorable

C) means

C) regrettable

D) offers

D) measurable

E) changes

E) practical
172. It is the translators who make literature written in
a foreign language ---- accessible to Turkish
readers.
A) cautiously
B) barely
C) largely
D) peculiarly
E) slowly

176. Fashion often repeats itself, as certain styles ---again and again and are revived with much
publicity.
A) turn down
B) get away
C) make up
D) put on
E) come up
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177. When Atatürk told the Turks to ---- the West, he
was at the same time referring to
industrialization, standardized education, and
republican government.

181. Pirates ---- a threat since ancient times; in fact,
even hundreds of years ago, they ---- in the
Mediterranean Sea in search of valuable cargo.
A) would have been / had sailed

A) look to

B) had been / have been sailing

B) bring about

C) have been / were sailing

C) put off

D) were / had been sailing

D) find out

E) would be / have been sailing

E) run out of
182. Scientists fear that if we ---- to use our natural
resources so unwisely, we ---- them up
completely by the end of this century.

178. Evil --- when good people allow bad things --A) came / happened

A) have continued / have used

B) comes / to happen

B) are continuing / are using

C) will come / will happen

C) continued / had used

D) may come / happening

D) had continued / would have used

E) had come / to have happened

E) continue / will have used
179. Before he ---- in museums, he ---- law in hopes of
becoming a specialist in the legal aspects of
antiquities.

183. They say that the best things ---- life are those
worth waiting ----.

A) will work / has studied

A) in / for

B) works / would study

B) from / at

C) worked / had studied

C) in / up

D) had worked / was studying

D) with / from

E) has worked / studied

E) within / beside

180. The interviewer ---- during her interview with
the retired politician that he still ---- the dynamic
presence that had once inspired the entire
country.

184. Gugul is a natural extract of the Indian myrrh
tree that has been valued for 2500 years ---- use --- medicine, incense and perfume.
A) from / to

A) was realizing / had
B) will realize / would have
C) realizes / is having
D) has realized / will have

B) in / through
C) with / for
D) for / in
E) at / within

E) realized / had
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185. Writing a political essay is not merely about
writing one’s own opinion; ----, it requires a talent
for analytical thinking and an ability to simplify
complex concepts.

189. Aromatherapy is the use, for health purposes, of
oils and essences from certain flowers and herbs
which are chosen ---- their various beneficial
effects.

A) finally

A) contrary to

B) however

B) as well as

C) consequently

C) mostly from

D) nevertheless

D) on account of

E) in fact

E) rather than

186. Aristotle studied many subjects, ---- he was
mostly interested in science, especially biology,
zoology and astronomy.

190. Probably the first Indian and Eskimo ---- in
America came across the Bering Strait when the
sea was frozen solid.

A) as if

A) origins

B) since

B) provinces

C) but

C) species

D) if

D) workers

E) unless

E) settlers

187. There are several types of acquired dyslexia (a
language disorder), ---- adults find themselves
unable to read or find difficulty with certain types
of words as a result of brain damage.

191. Films with a great deal of violence in them are
not ---- for young children.
A) suitable
B) separate

A) that

C) urgent

B) in which

D) distinct

C) wherever

E) complete

D) what
192. In Austria, freshwater lakes and rivers are ---frozen for most of the winter.

E) whenever
188. People in England have been writing books about
Turkey at least since the 15th century; but ---were written in the 19th century.
A) the few
B) the least
C) the best

A) unfairly
B) partly
C) anxiously
D) suddenly
E) newly

D) fewest
E) best
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193. Humans developed the way they did because
they had to run long distances in order to ----.

197. It ---- weeks since Harry ---- his mother looking
so relaxed and happy.

A) return

A) is / would have seen

B) admit

B) had been / would see

C) survive

C) would be / has seen

D) compete

D) will be / may have seen

E) remain

E) has been / saw

194. People who think they are overweight try to ---the problem by giving up various foods.

198. Most of the writers of grammars of English ---teachers, but some early grammar books of
English ---- by men such as playwrights,
scientists or philosophers.

A) keep up
B) look after

A) are / can be written

C) put aside

B) have been / were written

D) deal with

C) were / could have been written

E) get off

D) had been / were written
E) may be / have been written

195. The wolves that ---- in Ethiopia some 100,000
years ago ---- into a separate and rare species.

199. Penguins are short-sighted ---- land, but see
clearly ---- water.

A) had arrived / will have evolved
B) arrive / will evolve

A) over / on

C) were arriving / had evolved

B) in / off

D) have arrived / evolved

C) on / under

E) arrived / have evolved

D) onto / into

196. People in England ---- books about Turkey since
the 15th century, but unfortunately an increase in
quantity ---- by an increase in quality.
A) had been writing / does not match
B) are writing / will not be matched

E) from / through
200. Beijing, ---- the year 1983, had hardly any cars,
but it had more than three million bicycles, and
people carried their children ---- the backs of their
bicycles.

C) had written / are not matching

A) in / on

D) have been writing / has not been matched

B) at / at

E) wrote / had not been matched

C) by / to
D) through / in
E) of / over
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201. ---- folktales were preserved in written form, they
were simply stories retold whenever a group of
people with the same interests gathered.

205. The successful ---- of developing countries into
world trade requires more than just open access
to export markets and international trade rules.

A) Whether

A) contribution

B) Before

B) investment

C) If

C) integration

D) Unless

D) reduction

E) Whereas

E) resignation

202. ---- I see her, she asks me to lend her some
money.

206. The printing press had a ---- effect on the
transformation of cultural and religious issues in
the Renaissance.

A) Whenever
A) profound

B) Although

B) redundant

C) In case

C) controversial

D) Even if

D) spiritual

E) Unless

E) previous
203. Mountaineering can kill brain cells, ---- among
climbers who do not suffer from altitude
sickness.

207. In the past 25 years, the number of children’s
museums has increased ----.

A) further

A) instantly

B) just as

B) separately

C) almost

C) frequently

D) even

D) commonly

E) moreover

E) rapidly

204. Most wild animals are ---- shy that they run away
as soon as they are disturbed.

208. Nobel Prizes are widely ---- as the world’s most
prestigious awards given for intellectual
achievement.

A) much
B) too
C) as
D) such
E) so

A) discovered
B) revealed
C) competed
D) regarded
E) founded
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209. In his calculations, Isaac Newton used the laws
of planetary motion ---- by Kepler about sixty
years previously.

213. Children’s first experiments with paint begin ---many rhythmic brushings back and forth ---- the
paper.

A) given off

A) with / across

B) worked out

B) by / on

C) called for

C) within / over

D) put off

D) through / for

E) built upon

E) off / from

210. The Sumerian civilization ---- the first alphabet,
which ---- it easier for older generations to pass
on their cultural heritage to younger generations.

214. One of the best fossil locations in the United
States is the Morrison formation area ---- the
Dinosaur National Monument, which covers the
border ---- the states of Colorado and Utah.

A) will have developed / has made
A) about / of

B) would have developed / made

B) in / on

C) developed / makes

C) at / between

D) would develop / had made

D) onto / through

E) were developing / will make

E) over / towards
211. The first English immigrants to what is now the
United States ---- the Atlantic long after colonies --- in Mexico and South America.
A) would be crossing / must have been established
B) had crossed / were established
C) will be crossing / have been established
D) cross / are established
E) crossed / had been established
212. The Earth ---- more solar energy in one hour than
the whole world ---- in a year.
A) has received / will be consuming
B) is receiving / is consuming
C) received / would consume
D) receives / could consume
E) had received / consumed

215. It is not good to store a watermelon ---- a
refrigerator as studies have shown that keeping it
---- room temperature significantly increases
lycopene and beta-carotene levels.
A) inside / by
B) on / below
C) at / around
D) within / over
E) in / at
216. The cause of Beethoven’s death remained a
great mystery ---- the year 2000, when a sample
of his hair was analyzed using sophisticated
technology.
A) since
B) until
C) because
D) while
E) after
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217. Most vitamin and mineral products are legally
classified as food supplements, ---- some, mainly
herbal, are classified as licensed medicines.

221. Both Malatya and Gaziantep have grown
economically in the past three decades and both
are now considerably ---- than they used to be.

A) thus

A) weaker

B) So

B) stricter

C) but

C) simpler

D) so that

D) riskier

E) if

E) wealthier

218. In Scandinavia, wildlife in many rivers has been
destroyed ---- the devastating power of acid rain.

222. Passing on knowledge to others was once
thought to be a ---- human ability, but several
species are proving otherwise.

A) in spite of
A) unquely

B) because of

B) hazardously

C) as opposed to

C) rapidly

D) in terms of

D) generously

E) as regards

E) steadily
219. Musical performers can be classified into many
different categories ---- vocalists and
instrumentalists.

223. Psychological factors influence our physical
health, because our emotions and thoughts are
always ---- by biochemical reactions in our bodies.

A) as well as
B) both

A) pretended

C) such as

B) rejected

D) either

C) appointed

E) more than

D) accompanied
E) detected

220. To a psychologist, personality consists of
persistent ---- of thought, emotion and behaviour.
A) belongings

224. During the 18th century, the Ottoman Empire
lost status as well as power, as it could not ---- the
scientific developments in Europe.

B) patterns
C) compliments
D) inventions
E) services

A) get rid of
B) cut down on
C) keep up with
D) look up to
E) run away from
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225. Tourists visiting China ---- Mount Lushan as a
magnificent mountain that ---- out of the water.

229. Nursing has evolved from an unstructured
method ---- caring for the ill ---- a scientific
profession.

A) had described / should rise up
A) of / to

B) described / would have risen up

B) in / for

C) have described / rises up

C) under / from

D) would describe / will rise up

D) with / over

E) were describing / has been rising up

E) between / on
226. The origins of Western cooking ---- to ideas about
diet and nutrition that ---- during the 17th
century.

230. Traditionally, intelligence was considered stable
---- our adult years, but new research shows that
it can rise and fall ---- time.

A) might be traced / have appeared
A) into / by

B) must be traced / appear

B) along / of

C) have to be traced / were appearing

C) within / towards

D) can be traced / appeared

D) for / upon

E) could be traced / are appearing

E) during / over
227. Bessie Smith, who ---- her stage career in the
1910s as a dancer and singer, ---- the most wellknown blues singer of the 1920s.

231. A running tap wastes up to nine litres of water
per minute, ---- turning it off while brushing your
teeth helps save plenty of water.

A) began / was
A) when

B) had begun / had been

B) since

C) has begun / has been

C) so

D) would begin / would be

D) instead

E) was beginning / could be

E) otherwise
228. ---- their brightly coloured beaks and feet, Atlantic
puffins are ---- the world’s most distinctive
seabirds.

232. It is impossible to make appropriate decisions
about how to solve a problem ---- you define it
and identify its root causes first.

A) On / from
B) Over / of
C) Beyond / within
D) For / about
E) With / among

A) in case
B) unless
C) though
D) because
E) whether
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233. Global demand for coal will continue to expand
over the next five years ---- governments’
attempts to reduce reliance on this fuel.

237. The economic crisis in East Asia ---- affected
growth prospects, and governments are faced
with the dilemma of cutting social expenditure.
A) illegally

A) in spite of

B) incidentally

B) as a result of

C) abusively

C) as well as

D) adversely

D) due to

E) separately

E) in case of

238. Film directors may place objects or actors in the
foreground in order to ---- their narrative
significance.

234. ---- children see us read, ---- inclined they are to
want to read.
A) Neither / nor

A) spoil

B) Both / and

B) relieve

C) Either / or

C) threaten

D) The more / the more

D) overcome

E) Other / than

E) highlight

235. The best way to use olive oil to retain its
extraordinary nutritional ---- is to add it after
cooking.

239. The cuisine of the countries of Black Africa is
little known in Europe, since it ---- ingredients
difficult to obtain elsewhere, such as the meats of
zebra and camel.

A) distributions
B) demands

A) puts on

C) restrictions

B) cuts off

D) benefits

C) sets up

E) indications

D) clears out
E) calls for

236. In ancient times, cacao seeds or beans were used
as a form of currency, ---- both for the purchase of
everyday items and for the payment of tribute
money to the king.
A) excessive
B) valid
C) redundant
D) hazardous
E) preventable

240. Turkish TV soap operas ---- so popular in the
Arabic World that the shows ---- a boom in
tourism from the Middle East to Turkey.
A) have become / are driving
B) became / will drive
C) had become / have driven
D) become / had driven
E) will become / were driving
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241. Previous standards of data collection in biology --- typically limited to what ---- interesting for some
future experiment in the same laboratory.

245. When walking in a group, the walking pace
should be that of the slowest member ---- he or
she does not feel left behind.

A) are / must be

A) in case

B) had been / can be

B) so that

C) were / might be

C) when

D) have been / used to be

D) even if

E) will be / could be

E) provided that

242. A huge fossil turtle is the latest species ---- the
ranks of super-reptiles that are now known ---- in
ancient Colombia.
A) to have joined / living

A) As long as

B) joining / having lived

B) Unless

C) being joined / to live

C) Now that

D) to join / to have lived

D) Because

E) having joined / lived

E) Even though

243. There is rarely any doubt that the unconscious
reasons ---- practicing a custom or sharing a belief
are remote ---- the reasons given to justify them.
A) of / against
B) for / from
C) in / through
D) to / with
E) beyond / at
244. Every day brings a new story ---- the positive
effects or dangers of what is ---- our plates.
A) through / at

246. ---- the annual influx of tourists exceeds
Corsica’s population six times, tourism has not
destroyed the place.

247. ---- the world may still rely overwhelmingly on
fossil fuels for transport and power, their cost has
begun to outweigh their advantages.
A) After
B) Just as
C) Once
D) While
E) If
248. All cargo passing through the European Union is
subject to one security control, ---- at the origin
of the shipment ---- at the destination of cargo.

B) off / into

A) as / as

C) about / on

B) such / as

D) without / around

C) neither / nor

E) from / by

D) the more / the more
E) either / or
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249. ---- composing countless large-scale stage works,
Carl Orff’s fame rests almost entirely on just one,
the hugely successful Carmina Burana.

253. Frederick Taylor is ---- known as the founder of
the scientific management movement.
A) alternatively

A) In spite of

B) fluently

B) Owing to

C) hopefully

C) In case of

D) widely

D) As well as

E) sensitively

E) Instead of

250. William Wordsworth was a poet of nature, and
had the special ---- to throw charm over ordinary
things.

254. The tourists had intended to walk along the
coast to the next town but were ---- from doing so
by the stormy weather.
A) deceived

A) ability

B) influenced

B) verse

C) compelled

C) topic

D) encouraged

D) admiration

E) prevented

E) illusion

251. No one knows for certain when the first AngloSaxon settlements were made in Britain, but it is --- that some of them at any rate were founded
about the middle of the fifth century A.D.

255. Much of every teacher.s time is ---- marking
papers.
A) brought up
B) taken up with

A) temporary

C) held up

B) vital

D) made out

C) probable

E) carried out

D) contemporary
E) urgent

252. James Joyce was born and educated in Ireland
but spent most of his ---- life in Europe, mainly in
France, Italy and Switzerland.

256. One professor who ---- on the development of
robots ---- us that robots could take over the
world.
A) has worked / will have warned
B) was working / would warn

A) superficial

C) is working / has warned

B) adult

D) worked / will warn

C) competitive

E) had worked / warns

D) coherent
E) precise
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257. By the year 2010, he ---- here for 30 years.

261. When he had grown accustomed to their ways,
he began to feel an increasing admiration ---- and
understanding ---- their tribal customs.

A) will have been working
B) will work

A) of / by

C) had worked

B) to / in

D) will be working

C) from / for

E) has been working

D) for / of
E) over / at

258. By the time the boss ----, his secretary ---- typing
the report.

262. A great many artists are clearly fascinated ---the sea and paint it ---- all its different moods.

A) had arrived / finished
B) arrives / has finished

A) with / at

C) has arrived / is finishing

B) from / for

D) is arriving / finishes

C) to / by

E) arrived / had finished

D) over / through
E) by / in

259. I don.t want us to be late for the meeting, so we --- take a taxi.
A) have had to
B) are able to
C) had to
D) had better
E) needed

263. My books are still on the table where I left ----,
but ---- have been stolen.
A) mine / they
B) us / those
C) them / hers
D) those / these
E) hers / mine

260. This will be the first time that Tarkan is giving a
concert in the US, ----?
A) won.t it
B) won.t he
C) is he
D) isn.t it
E) will it

264. The new personnel manager told us that he had
visited ---- countries in Europe.
A) a great deal of
B) a number of
C) much
D) as many
E) any
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265. An earthquake is a movement of the earth.s
surface ---- follows a setting free of energy at the
surface of the earth.
A) where
B) when
C) whose
D) whom
E) which

266. ---- so many of the team members were ill, it.s not
surprising that we lost the match.
A) In contrast
B) Due to
C) Since
D) Likewise
E) Nonetheless

267. ---- broke the window will have to pay for a new
one.
A) Who
B) Whoever
C) Anyone
D) Someone
E) The one
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